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Abstract

Selecting the appropriate requirements to develop in the next release of an open
market software product under evolution, is a compulsory step of each software
development project. This selection should be done by maximizing stakeholders’
satisfaction and minimizing development costs, while keeping constraints. In
this work we investigate what is the requirements interactions impact when
searching for solutions of the bi-objective Next Release Problem. In one hand,
these interactions are explicitly included in two algorithms: a branch and bound
algorithm and an estimation of distribution algorithm (EDA). And on the other,
we study the performance of these not previously used solving approaches by
applying them in several instances of small, medium and large size data sets. We
find that interactions inclusion do enhance the search and when time restrictions
exists, as in the case of the bi-objective Next Release Problem, EDAs have
proven to be stable and reliable locating a large number of solutions on the
reference Pareto front.

Keywords: Software requirements, Next release problem, Estimation of
distribution algorithms, Requirements interactions

1. Motivation

In a software development project, stakeholders propose some desired func-
tionalities that have to be filtered in order to define the set of features to include
in the next software version. This decision task is still a challenging problem
because of the complexity and the so different interactions between the involved5

elements, such as the high number of stakeholders, the variety and heteroge-
neous nature of the variables to be reviewed or the uncertainty of the data used
to solve it [38]. This problem has been addressed by various authors paying
attention to different aspects of release decisions, both outside the software de-
velopment industry, such as those related to finding the best combination of10

features to include in a release sequence (i.e., release schedule) [18, 23], and
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within it, such as those that focus on defining the optimal set of features just
for the next product release [17, 12, 16].

Stakeholders’ proposals are specified in terms of requirements, that are the
conditions or capabilities required by a stakeholder to solve a problem or achieve15

an objective [7]. Nonetheless, conflicts can arise because of the involvement of
multiple stakeholders, requiring negotiation and agreements about the project
scope. Therefore, requirements selection is pivotal because not all stakeholders’
requirements can be met within the available time and the resource constraints.

Due to the computational complexity of the problem, it has been formu-20

lated as an optimization problem with the aim to move software engineering
problems from human-based search to machine-based search, using a variety
of techniques from metaheuristic search, operations research and evolutionary
computation paradigms [24]. This approach has been applied, successfully and
prolifically, to different aspects of requirements selection such as requirements25

prioritization, requirements selection, release planning, Next Release Problem
and requirement triage [35]. The applied solving strategy varies from algae al-
gorithms [34], whale and grey wolf optimization [22], bee colony approaches [4],
anytime algorithms [16], clustering [39, 19].

Requirements can not be studied in isolation, they are interrelated and af-30

fect each other in complex ways [9]. These interactions or dependencies make
some requirements to precede or exclude others when are considered for their
inclusion. So that interactions are also constraints on the problem. Within the
domain of requirements selection, precedence has been represented as a graph
[33], which was extended by including other types of dependencies between re-35

quirements [41]. Thereby, functional interactions are problem restrictions, being
the precedence ones those that limit the search space [40].

In software engineering, the problem of finding an optimal set of require-
ments that maximizes the stakeholders’ satisfaction, while minimizing the de-
velopment effort, which is limited by the capacity of the development team, is40

known as the bi-objective next release problem (NRP) [47, 17]. This set will
define the features included in the next version of the software product under
development. Although many methods [17, 12, 41, 4, 39, 22] have been em-
ployed to obtain a set of optimal solutions for this problem, dependencies are
usually taken into account to rule out the solutions when they are evaluated,45

but not when requirements are assembled for constructing them. Our purpose is
to investigate the impact that requirements interactions have in the search. For
it, we will incorporate them into two algorithms (a branch and bound algorithm
and an estimation of distribution algorithm) for solving the bi-objective Next
Release Problem.50

Estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs) belong to the class of evolu-
tionary algorithms. At each iteration they proceed by learning and sampling the
probability distribution of the best individuals of the population [30]. Thus, the
probabilistic model learned is in charge of capturing the relationships between
the problem variables. Consequently, at each iteration most of the EDA effort55

is focused on learning this probabilistic model. Therefore, it is worth exploring
whether the innate relationships between requirements, defined by their inter-
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actions, could alleviate the EDA bottleneck and be useful for improving the
selection of requirements when applying these types of approaches. Specifically,
we seek to answer the following questions:60

• RQ1 How can requirements interactions be included in search algorithms
to find the Pareto front of a next release problem?

• RQ2 Is there any improvement in incorporating the interactions between
the requirements in the algorithms?

• RQ3 If a set of non-dominated solutions is required in a short time, do65

estimation of distribution algorithms find a high quality (i.e. well-spread)
one?

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define concepts related
to the software requirement selection problem and the formulation of the bi-
objective Next Release Problem is also presented here. Interaction based search70

is the answer to research question 1 and is the topic of Section 3. A branch
and bound algorithm and an estimation of distribution algorithm are described
to solve the bi-objective Next Release Problem. Section 4 presents the analysis
of the algorithms and the computational results, answering research questions
2 and 3. The identified threats to validity are reported in Section 5. The last75

section presents the conclusions.

2. Software requirement selection problem

A necessary step at the beginning of each software project iteration is to
select the appropriate requirements to achieve maximized business profit within
a given resource bound, that is based on developers effort estimations and team80

capacity. Each client, considered according the market policies defined by the
company, requests a fraction of the candidate’s requirements, and for each one
of them indicates the satisfaction they would obtain if it was included in the
software product under construction. Not all the requirements can be satisfied,
mainly due to the limited availability of resources and the existing interactions85

between them.
While requirements are present in every kind of software project, not in all

the clients have the chance to include or evaluate their own requests to the
development team, nor have the opportunity to be involved in the requirements
selection tasks. Nonetheless, some other projects, such those that apply an agile90

development strategy or those that are open source, cannot go without clients
involvement. The goal of new versions have mandatory be defined based on the
clients suggestions, being agreed with them, as well.

The term Next Release Problem (NRP) was introduced by Bagnall et al.
[5]. In its original formulation, the objective is to select a subset of require-95

ments which gives rise to a subset of clients to satisfy, in such a way that it
maximizes the clients’ satisfaction and the total estimated cost of this subset of
requirements does not exceed a given budget. Consequently, this task could be
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understood as a single-goal optimization problem subject to a budget limit con-
straint. Such a combinatorial problem is an instance of the knapsack problem100

that is NP-hard [3].
This mono-objective formulation to NRP was extended to a multi-objective

one [47], which proposes the use of a bi-objective strategy where the problem
is to select the set of requirements that maximize total satisfaction and min-
imize required cost (i.e. resources needed) meeting the constraints defined by105

the resource limits and the interactions. Thus, the solving algorithms return a
set of solutions which are all efficient in the Pareto sense and can help software
developers, when they face contradictory goals, to make a decision on which
is the subset of requirements that has to be considered in the next develop-
ment stages. Usually a commitment is required, because high satisfying subsets110

of requirements could not cover the full team capacity being good alternatives
according clients and developers for a given project iteration. Different meta-
heuristic optimization methods have been used to obtain the set of solutions for
the bi-objective NRP, such as integer linear programming [45], anytime algo-
rithms [16], multi-objective teaching learning based optimization [13], genetic115

algorithms [47, 17], swarm intelligence [12], ant-colony optimization [29, 41],
bee-colony optimization [4] and clustering algorithms [39, 28], among others,
are only some examples.

Because of interactions, it makes sense to explore only the areas of the NRP
search space containing valid solutions, which will also translate into an im-120

provement in the search process [40]. When searching for solutions, validity
can be ensured in advance by inserting requirements in the solution in an or-
der that satisfies the interactions, instead of inserting requirements randomly
and then checking the validity of the solution. Precedence (some requirements
should be done before others could be included) naturally leads to a disposition125

of requirements that gives support to this search strategy.

2.1. Problem definition

Let R = {r1, r2, . . . , rn} be the set of requirement to be considered. These
represent new functionalities to the current system suggested by a set of m
clients and are the candidates for to be joined in the next software release.130

The revenue or satisfaction estimated for each requirement is calculated by
the weighted sum of individual clients’ revenues according their importance for
the project. It is represented by the set of satisfactions, S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}.
Besides, each rj has an associated cost, ej , that estimates the development
effort needed for its implementation, E = {e1, e2, . . . , en}. Thus, given a subset135

of requirements R̂ included inR its satisfaction and effort can be can be defined,
respectively, as:

sat(R̂) =
∑
rj∈R̂

sj (1)
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eff(R̂) =
∑
rj∈R̂

ej (2)

In every software release, there are certain restrictions that must be met.
There is a cost limit B, representing the amount of available resources, that
cannot be overrun. In addition, requirements interactions have also to be con-140

sidered and preserved. There are two main groups of requirement interactions:
functional and value based [41]. The interactions in the functional interactions
group are

• Implication or precedence, ri ⇒ rj , indicates that requirement ri has to
be included (implemented) in a release before requirement rj .145

• Combination, ri ⇔ rj , means that both requirements ri and rj have to be
included together in a release.

• Exclusion, ri�−rj , implies that both requirements ri and rj are incompat-
ible and can not be included in a release.

While the value-based interactions group includes both revenue-based and cost-150

based interactions. The former involve changes in profit and the latter changes
in the amount of resources needed to implement each requirement. Usually, in
the bi-objective NRP, only functional interactions are considered, and this is
the approach we shall follow from now on.

To solve a bi-objective NRP, a subset of requirements R̂ included in R,155

which maximize satisfaction and minimize development effort has to be selected
while cost limit and requirements interactions constraints are preserved. There-
fore, the requirements selection problem for the next software release can be
formulated as the next bi-objective optimization problem:

max
R̂⊆R

sat(R̂)

min
R̂⊆R

eff(R̂)

s.t. eff(R̂) ≤ B

R̂ fulfills all functional dependencies

(3)

2.2. Multi-objective optimization background160

A multiobjective optimization problem can be defined as minimizing (or
maximizing) simultaneously multiple objective functions F (x⃗) = (f1(x⃗), . . . , fk(x⃗))

min(F (x⃗) = (f1(x⃗), . . . , fz(x⃗)))
subject to x⃗ ∈ X,

h1(x⃗) ≤ g1, . . . , hl(x⃗) ≤ gl

(4)
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where x⃗ ∈ X is a feasible solution, X is the feasible set of vectors, typically
X ⊆ Rn, h1(x⃗) ≤ g1, . . . , hl(x⃗) ≤ gl are some constraint functions that define
the feasible set and g1, . . . , gl are some constant values [14].

Let u⃗, v⃗ ∈ X, u⃗ ̸= v⃗, be two distinct feasible solutions, we say that u⃗ domi-
nates (i.e. is preferred to) v⃗, u⃗ ≻ v⃗ if and only if ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , z}, fi(u⃗) ≤ fi(v⃗)165

and ∃j ∈ {1, · · · , z}, fj(u⃗) < fj(v⃗). A solution u⃗ is said to be Pareto-optimal if
and only if there is no other vector v⃗ that dominates it. The Pareto front is the
set of all Pareto-optimal solutions. A simple way to obtain this set is to check
whether each of the feasible solutions u⃗ ∈ X is dominated or not. If it is not, it
is added to the Pareto front.170

According to this definition, an NRP can be formulated as a multiobjective
optimization problem, where the feasible solutions are sets of requirements and
the objective and constraint functions (i.e. satisfaction and effort) are related to
these sets. Objectives and constraints may be linear or nonlinear and continuous
or discrete in nature based on the available information about requirements.175

In the context of bi-objective NRP, u⃗ and v⃗ are sets of requirements, sat
(satisfaction) and eff (effort) are the constraint functions and we say that u⃗
dominates v⃗ if and only if eff(u⃗) ≤ eff(v⃗), sat(u⃗) > sat(v⃗). Thus, Pareto dom-
inance is used to establish both the set of Pareto optimal solutions (i.e. the
candidate groups of requirements to be implemented in the next release) and180

their projection into the objective space, that is, the Pareto front.

2.3. Interaction graph definition

Functional interactions can be explicitly represented as a graphG = (R, I,J,X)
where:

• R (requirements set) is the set of nodes.185

• I is the set of implication dependencies. Each pair (ri, rj) ∈ I corresponds
to an implication interaction and will be represented as a directed link
ri → rj , dictating the implementation precedence between requirements.

• J is the set of combination dependencies. Each pair (ri, rj) ∈ J corre-
sponds to a combination interaction and will be represented as a bidirec-190

tional link ri ↔ rj , indicating that both requirements have to be included
in the same release.

• X is the set of exclusion dependencies. Each pair (ri, rj) ∈ X corresponds
to an exclusion interaction and will be represented as a crossed undirected
link ri�−rj , meaning that both requirements are incompatible and can not195

be included in the same release.

For example, Figure 1 shows the graph representing the set of require-
ments R = {r01, · · · , r05} and the following sets of functional interactions:
I = {(r01, r03), (r01, r04), (r04, r02)}, J = {(r01, r05)} and X = {(r03, r02)}.

Implication interactions lead to a requirements’ organization as they indicate200

precedence between them. So, a searching algorithm could proceed by inserting
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r01

r02

r03 r04

r05

Figure 1: Interactions graph

requirements in an order such that requirements interactions are satisfied, which
would also ensure in advance the validity of the solution. Since combination and
exclusion interactions must also be considered, the interaction graph has to be
transformed so that only implication interactions prevail as a guide to find valid205

solutions.
First, combination interactions are made over. Each pair (ri, rj) ∈ J will be

transformed into a new requirement ri+j whose satisfaction, si+j = si+ sj , and
effort, ei+j = ei + ej , values will be the sum of the satisfaction or the effort of
the requirements involved, respectively. Occurrences of ri and rj in exclusion210

or implication interactions are replaced by the new requirement ri+j , avoiding
the repetition of pairs. As result of this step, a new functional interaction
graph G′ = (R′, I,J,X) in which, J = ∅, combination interactions are deleted
is obtained. Figure 2 shows the graph after applying this transformation for the
example with 5 requirements.215

r01

r02

r03 r04

r05 r01+r05

r02

r03 r04

Figure 2: Transformation of combination interactions.
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Next, exclusion interactions are transformed. This transformation involve
the inclusion of additional nodes in the graph. Let us consider the exclusion
(ri, rj) ∈ X. It is replaced by adding two variables Iri and Irj , and two directed
links (Iri , rj) and (Irj , ri). The purpose of an indicator variable, such as Iri , is
to represent if it is possible to include the other requirement rj in a solution Rs220

without violating the given exclusion interaction with ri, and is defined as

Iri =

{
0, if ri ∈ Rs and (ri, rj) ∈ X,

1, otherwise.
(5)

That is, rj can be included in a solution Rs without violating exclusion when
Iri = 1, ri /∈ Rs and pa(rj) ∈ Rs, where pa(rj) is set of requirements that are
the origin of a directed link that ends in rj in the graph.

The final interaction graph, G′′ = (R′ ∪VI , I,J,X), obtained after trans-225

forming combination and exclusion, contains only implication dependencies,
therefore J = ∅ and X = ∅. Figure 3 shows the final graph obtained after
processing the exclusion interaction in the example with 5 requirements.

r01+r05

r02

r03 r04

r01+r05

r02

r03 r04

Ir02

Ir03

Figure 3: Transformation of exclusion interactions.

When searching for solutions of the NRP, requirements interactions have to
be preserved. Let’s consider the stage where the requirements are assembled230

to build a valid solution. A requirement ri can be added if every requirement
on any directed path in the interaction graph G′′ that goes from the root to
itself is contained in the solution. Hence, requirements can be ordered into
a sequence by making a requirement ri to come after all of its predecessors
in the interaction graph. A sequence obtained in this way from a directed235

acyclic graph is called an ancestral (or topological) ordering. The sequences
σ1 = {r01 + r05 ≺ r03 ≺ r04 ≺ r02} and σ2 = {r01 + r05 ≺ r04 ≺ r03 ≺ r02} are
examples of ancestral orderings in the final interaction graph for the problem
with 5 requirements (see Figure 3).
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Search algorithms can benefit from ancestral ordering and explore possible240

solutions by inserting requirements in that order. In this way they incorporate
requirements interactions into the search process, and we get the answer to
RQ1. The next stage is to validate how search algorithms can use them to
guide their execution.

3. Interaction-based search245

This section studies two alternatives to make use of the ancestral order de-
fined by the interaction graph to solve a bi-objective NRP. A branch and bound
exact algorithm and an estimation of distribution algorithm are described to ex-
plore the search space of a bi-objective NRP and find the set of non-dominated
solutions (Pareto front). Besides, because of the evolutionary nature of EDA,250

some aspects about the population initialization and solutions replacement are
also described.

3.1. Branch and bound algorithm

Branch and bound algorithms [32] are indicated for finding exact solutions
to NP-hard optimization problems, like the bi-objective NRP. In this particular255

problem, they explore the search space by building a search tree, whose nodes
will be sets of requirements. Instead of generating each combination of require-
ments and testing if it satisfies all the interactions to be a solution to the NRP
problem (i.e. exhaustive search), we can start from an empty solution and try
to add (or not) a requirement following an ancestral ordering (i.e. branch), dis-260

carding this partial solution as soon as any of the interactions are not fulfilled
(i.e. bound). Algorithm 1 shows this process in detail. Note that pruning is
done in the if-sentence, when the modified partial solution does not fulfil any
of the NRP interactions.
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Algorithm 1: Branch and bound algorithm

Data: A bi-objective NRP and σ an ancestral ordering of its
requirements

Result: The set of solutions for the bi-objective NRP
Create an empty list of partial solutions;
for each ri following the ancestral ordering σ do

Create an empty list of modified partial solutions;
while the list of partial solutions is not empty do

Take a partial solution from the list;
Set ri = 0 in the partial solution;
Add the modified partial solution to the list of modified partial
solutions;

Set ri = 1 in the partial solution;
if the modified partial solution fulfils NRP interactions then

Add the modified partial solution to the list of modified
partial solutions;

end

end
The list of modified partial solutions becomes the list of partial
solution list;

end
Return the solutions in the partial solution list;

265

The algorithm performance depends on pruning. It will be more efficient if
pruning is done at the beginning of a branch. Whilst, if no pruning is done,
the algorithm will degenerate into an exhaustive search. Thus, the worst-case
running time for the branch and bound algorithm [32] is O(k · bd), where b is
the search tree branching factor, d is the depth of this tree and k is a bound270

on the time needed to explore a partial solution. Figure 4 illustrates how the
brunch and bound algorithm explores the search space for the 5 requirements
bi-objective NRP problem using σ1 = {r01 + r05 ≺ r03 ≺ r04 ≺ r02} as ances-
tral ordering. Requirement sets depicted in red indicate that interactions are
not fulfilled and, if possible, pruning is applied, avoiding the exploration of 8275

requirement sets which means avoiding exploring 25.81% of the search tree.

3.2. Estimation of distribution algorithm

Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) belong to the class of evolu-
tionary algorithms. In these algorithms, each solution is called individual and a
set of individuals forms a population that evolves as the search progresses. The280

basic idea consists in inducing a probabilistic model from the best individuals in
the population. Then, from the current population, EDAs build a probabilistic
model and, by sampling it, obtain a new population. This search procedure
is repeated until certain stopping criteria are satisfied. Algorithm 2 shows the
basic steps of an EDA. A compilation and review on EDAs can be found in [30].285
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{r1 + r5, r3, r4, r2}
{−,−,−,−}

{r1 + r5, r3, r4, r2}
{0,−,−,−}

{r1 + r5, r3, r4, r2}
{1,−,−,−}

{0, 0,−,−}

{0, 1,−,−}

{0, 0, 0,−}

{0, 0, 1,−}

{0, 0, 0, 0}

{0, 0, 0, 1}

{1, 0,−,−}

{1, 1,−,−}

{1, 0, 0,−}

{1, 0, 1,−}

{1, 0, 0, 0}

{1, 0, 0, 1}

{1, 0, 1, 0}

{1, 0, 1, 1}

{1, 1, 0,−}

{1, 1, 1,−}

{1, 1, 0, 0}

{1, 1, 0, 1}

{1, 1, 1, 0}

{1, 1, 1, 1}

Figure 4: Branch and bound search tree. The requirement sets are represented between braces,
1 indicates that the requirement is included, 0 that it is not included and - that it is pending
to be included or not.

An EDA explores the bi-objective NRP search space in two steps. First,
from a set of selected candidate solutions, it learns a probabilistic graphical
model that captures interactions between requirements. Next, it obtains a new
set of solutions by sampling this model and replacing solutions based on their
evaluation (i.e. satisfaction and effort). In this process, the main computational290

effort is placed in the learning step because a probabilistic graphical model has
to be learnt every time a population is obtained. But, here is where interactions
between requirements come into play, downsizing the execution resources needed
by the EDA.

Once the interaction graph has been constructed (see section 2.3) it does not295

change, remaining invariable, and will be established as the fixed structure of
the probabilistic graphical models that indicates the factorization of the joint
probability distribution. Therefore, the learning step in each iteration of the
EDA is reduced to learn from a given population only the parameters associated
to the directed acyclic graph that represents requirements interactions (i.e. learn300

the conditioned probability distributions of any requirement given its parents
in this graph).
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Algorithm 2: Estimation of distribution algorithm

Data: A bi-objective NRP
Result: A set of solutions for the bi-objective NRP
P0 ← Generate an initial population containing m candidate solutions;
M0 ← Learn a probabilistic model from P0;
j ← 1;
while the stop criteria are not met do

Sj ← Sample Mj−1 and obtain k ≤ m candidate solutions;
Pj ← Replace Sj in Pj−1 according to the evaluation of individuals;
Mj ← Learn a probabilistic model from the population Pj ;
j ← j + 1;

end
Return the solutions in the last population Pj ;

3.2.1. Probabilistic graphical model for the NRP

Formally, let G = (R ∪ VI , I,J,X) with J = ∅ and X = ∅, the directed
acyclic graph obtained after processing combination and exclusion interactions305

in a NRP. The set of parents pa(xi), associated to each variable xi ∈ R ∪VI ,
contains all variables that take part in a direct link of G that ends in xi. So,
given a partial solutionRs, a requirement ri can be added to it if all of its parents
rj ∈ pa(ri) are present in the candidate solution, pa(ri) ⊆ Rs. Otherwise, ri can
not be included inRs. To complete the probabilistic graphical model, associated310

to each each requirement ri there is a conditional probability p(ri|pa(ri)) which
is defined as follow:

1. If all rj ∈ pa(ri) are present (i.e. rj = 1) in the candidate solution Rs,
pa(ri) ⊆ Rs, then ri can be included (i.e. ri = 1) or not (i.e. ri = 0) in
Rs with equal probability:

p(ri|pa(ri)) =
1

2
. (6)

That is to say, we can include ri = 1 in the candidate solution Rs, because
all implication interactions are fulfilled (all rj ∈ pa(ri) are present in the
candidate solution rj = 1, rj ∈ Rs) and no exclusion interaction is active315

(all Ik ∈ pa(ri) are set to 1, Ik = 1).

2. Otherwise, ri can not be included in Rs and

p(ri = 1|pa(ri)) = 0, (7)

because an implication interaction is violated (i.e. a requirement rj ∈
pa(ri) is not present in the candidate solution, rj = 0, rj /∈ Rs) or an
exclusion interaction is active (exists Ik ∈ pa(ri) which is set to 0, Ik = 0)
or both.320

It is worth to note that the set of indicators variables VI acts as an evidence
set for exclusion interactions. Initially, when the candidate solution is empty,
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all variables in this set will be initialized to 1. Then, if an exclusion interaction
is activated due to the presence of a requirement rk in the candidate solution,
the value of an indicator variable Ik will be changed to 0 (see eq. 5). Therefore,
the factorization of the joint probability distribution of the requirements given
the evidence provided by the set of indicator variables can be written as:

p(r1, r2, · · · , rn|VI) =

n∏
i=1

p(ri|pa(ri)). (8)

Figure 5 shows the initial probabilistic graphical model defined for the 5
requirements NRP problem. Infeasible solutions, like {r01 + r05, r03, r02}, have
a factorized probability value, p(r01 + r05 = 1, r03 = 1, r04 = 0, r02 = 1|Ir02 =
0, Ir03 = 0), equal to 0.

Figure 5: Graph after transforming interactions and the initial conditional probabilities.

Once the initial probabilistic graphical model is defined, the EDA will gener-
ate a population by sampling it. Then, after replacement has been taken place,
the conditional probabilities p(ri|pa(ri)), for the situation in which interactions
are fulfilled and ri can be included in a candidate solution, will be estimated
from the population (i.e. data) by using an m-estimator [11]

p(ri|pa(ri)) =
N(ri, pa(ti)) +m · p

N(pa(ri)) +m
, (9)

where N(pa(ri)) is the number of occurrences containing the values of the re-325

quirements indicated in the configuration of pa(ri), N(ri, pa(ti)) is the number
of occurrences containing the values of the requirements indicated in the con-
figurations of ri and pa(ri), p = p(ri) is the a priory probability of ri, and m is
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the equivalent data size, a constant that can be freely chosen. The higher the
value chosen for m, the greater the weight of the prior probability with respect330

to the value obtained from the frequency in the data.

3.2.2. Sampling the probabilistic graphical model

In each iteration of the the EDA, a new population is obtained by simulating
the probability distribution encoded in the probabilistic graphical model learnt
for the interaction graph of the NRP. Simulation methods can be stochastic335

or deterministic. Stochastic ones generate the sample from the joint probabil-
ity distribution using random mechanisms, while deterministic methods gener-
ate the sample systematically. In this paper, we use two simulation methods:
Probabilistic Logic Sampling (PLS) [25], an stochastic method, and maximum
probability search method [37], a deterministic one. Both methods consider the340

variables following an ancestral ordering. Other simulation methods can be
found in [10].

In Probabilistic Logic Sampling [25], each variable is instantiated forwards,
that is, a variable can not be instantiated until all its parents have been in-
stantiated. The method starts by generating a random number for each root345

variable of the network, and instantiates it by taking its a priori probability
into account. Then, for each of the remaining variables, a value is simulated
according the probability distribution p(xi|pa(xi)).

Maximum probability search [37] generates a tree following, at each moment,
the branch with the highest probability. That is, given an ancestral ordering350

of the variables, it takes the first one and creates as many branches as possible
values the variable can have, and chooses a branch with the highest probability.
Then it takes the next variable in the order and increases the previously chosen
branch with as many branches as the second variable can have. The probabil-
ity of these branches is obtained by multiplying the probabilities (marginal or355

conditional) corresponding to the values that the variables have in each branch.
This process continues until a complete realization of all the variables have been
obtained. And so on, the search continues from the partial branch with max-
imum probability until enough complete realizations (i.e. possible solutions)
have been found.360

3.2.3. Population initialization

When initializing the population, we use three different alternatives to dis-
tribute the solutions in a way that covers as much as possible the full range
of possible solutions. The first option is to generate solutions randomly over
the range using a uniform distribution. Besides, it is possible to use the initial365

probabilistic graphical model, derived from the NRP, to generate this popula-
tion by sampling. In this case, we can make use of probabilistic logic sampling
and maximum probability search. Due to its nature, Probabilistic logic sample
will return a more random population, whereas the population generated by
maximum probability search will contain more promising solutions (those with370

maximum probability). Whatever the population initialization method used,
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the idea is to maintain a balance between the diversity of solutions and the time
taken to obtain them.

3.2.4. Solutions replacement

Between two consecutive iterations the replacement (see algorithm 2) is in375

charge of selecting, through a fitness-based process, individual solutions from the
current population and the new set of solutions obtained by sampling. There-
fore, to guarantee the solutions quality when constructing a new population the
principles of diversity preservation and idiosyncrasy should be addressed. The
best solutions (i.e. idiosyncrasy) from the current population and sample should380

be allowed to carry over to the next, unaltered, while at the same time less good
solutions (i.e. diversity) should also be included to make possible population
evolution and avoid the search to get trapped.

Following these principles, the applied strategy starts by merging the cur-
rent population and the obtained sample. Then, it proceeds to select the set385

of non-dominated solutions. If this set exceeds the population capacity, the
new population is filled with the non-dominated solutions that achieve higher
satisfaction. Otherwise, the selected solution set is deleted from the merge and
stored into the new population. This process of selection-deletion-storage is
repeated until the capacity of the new population is filled up.390

4. Experiments

The experiments let us to validate the research questions defined in this
paper. By one hand, experimentation allows the validation of the model defined
to incorporate interactions in the search process. That is, if the interaction
graphs is useful enough for building the Pareto front in a bi-objective NRP395

(RQ1). On the other hand, the followed empirical protocol validates whether
incorporating requirements interactions enhance the search process (RQ2) and
evaluate the behaviour and performance of the EDAs, RQ3. In the bi-objective
NRP instance, we first use brute-force search (i.e. exhaustive search) to obtain
the Pareto front, and then compare the time it takes with that of the branch-400

and-bound algorithm. With this direct comparison, we get a first insight on
the impact interactions have on the search, RQ2. Then, we go an step further
and apply the EDA. The approximate front it obtains and the time taken are
compared with the exact front and the times set by the exact search algorithms,
respectively.405

However, in medium and large (i.e. real) NRP instances the size of the search
space is too large for the brute-force algorithm (and hence for the branch-and-
bound algorithm). In this situation, we will divide the NRP instance ad-hoc into
two sub-problems, apply exact (brute-force and branch-and-bound) algorithms
to find the solutions to each sub-problem, and combine them to construct the410

Pareto front. Thus, the time spent on the construction of the exact front will
correspond to the sum of the times spent on the search for solutions in each
sub-problem and on their combination. In this way, we can compare the times
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taken by the exact algorithms to see the impact of interactions, and evaluate
the behaviour and performance of EDAs as before.415

4.1. Data sets

We have used three data sets to test the effectiveness of our approach, com-
prising instances of software development problems of small, medium and large
size that contain dependencies. The first one (NRP20 ) is taken from [23]. It
comprises 20 requirements and 5 clients both receiving an score from 1 to 5.420

Besides, each requirement has an associate effort scored between 1 and 10.
Interactions between requirements include implication and combination inter-
actions. The second one (NRP50 ) is taken from [1], where the authors per-
form a case study of a project (planned in 2008) derived from the well-known
word-processing tool MS Word. The raw data has been pre-processed to match425

problem formulation. In the case at hand, it comprises 50 requirements and 81
functional interactions that have been elicited from 4 clients. Each client gives
a value to the requirements. The effort estimated in the development of each
requirement has been measured in person-hours by the development team, con-
sidering all the stages in software development. The third data set (NRP100 )430

appears in [41] and includes 100 requirements, 5 clients and 44 (implication and
combination) requirements interactions. It was generated following the patterns
of agile software development methods. The development effort of a requirement
is taken from real agile software projects developments and given in a 1 to 20
range. The maximum development effort is established in 20 effort units, which435

can be translated into 4 weeks (a usual time box in agile Software Engineering
methods, e.g. Scrum proposes iterations between 2 and 4 weeks [43]). Clients
make an assignment of the benefit of including a new requirement, using a
coarse-grained scale. They simply place the requirements into one of three cat-
egories [44, 46]: (1) inessential, (2) desirable, and (3) mandatory. From these440

data sets, nine instances of NRP have been defined by fixing three different
effort limits that correspond to 30%, 50% and 75% of the total effort (i.e. the
sum of efforts of the requirements in the data set).

4.2. Pareto fronts comparison

We use the hypervolume indicator [48] as a measure of the objective space445

that is dominated by the points computed by the algorithms. It represents
the union of the regions of all the rectangles that are dominated by the non
dominated points. As a reference point to calculate the hypervolume we consider
the Nadir point (B, 0), being B the NRP effort limit and 0 satisfaction.

The hypervolume indicator, due to its properties, has been proposed as a450

guidance criterion for accepting solutions in Multiobjective Evolutionary Algo-
rithms [6]. But, considering volume as the only measure of comparison can be
misleading [49], as it measures three (i.e. convergence, spread and cardinality)
of the four aspects used to assess the quality of the calculated Pareto front [31],
it leaves out the fourth: uniformity. Therefore, we also consider the number455

of non dominated solutions found that lie in the reference (i.e. exact) Pareto
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front, as measure of coincidence in form. Although there are other indicators
to measure the quality of the Pareto front [2] that quantify these aspects, the
process of selecting quality indicators for the evaluation of non-dominated solu-
tions sets is beyond the scope of this work. Thus, algorithms variance is checked460

by studying the sets of solutions found, in terms of hypervolume and number
of solutions matching the reference (i.e. exact) Pareto front, after doing a fixed
number of consecutive executions for the same problem instance.

4.3. Methodology

The goal of the experiments is twofold: validate whether incorporating re-465

quirements interactions enhance the search process and evaluate the behaviour
and performance of the EDAs. All algorithms were programmed in R and the
NRP instances were solved using a 2,6 GHz CPU machine, with two kernels and
8 GB of RAM. The five stages protocol followed in the experiments consisted
in:470

1. Construction of the reference front. Consider a NRP instance, i.e. a data
set and a fixed budget constraint. If its size (i.e. number of requirements)
allows, apply exact search algorithms and find the exact Pareto front.
Otherwise, divide the NRP instance ad hoc in several sub-problems, so
each one contains approximately the same number of requirements (i.e.475

that can be handled by one of the exact algorithms) affected by depen-
dencies that are not shared with other sub-problems (i.e. the sub-problems
are disjoint in terms of requirements and interactions). Then apply exact
search algorithms and find a set of valid solutions (in terms of interactions
and effort limit) for each NRP sub-problem. Afterwards, compute the480

Cartesian product of the valid solution sets (i.e. partial valid solutions are
concatenated together into a solution for the original problem, discarding
those that exceed the effort limit). Finally, from the set of valid solutions
to the problem, obtain the set of non-dominated solutions, i.e. the exact
Pareto front.485

2. Capture requirements interactions. For each data set we construct the in-
teraction graph for the instance following the process described in Section
2.3.

3. Search algorithms set up. Before running the EDA, some parameters need
to be set up. We have to choose the number of iterations that will be per-490

formed, the population size, the number of consecutive iterations without
changes between populations, the method that will be used to initialize
the population and the sampling method to apply. In the experiments, the
number of iterations is kept fixed and equal to 100 for small and medium
size NRP instances, while is set to five times the number of requirements495

of the large size NRP instance, so we can get an insight on parameters
influence. The population size is chosen to be 5 times the number of re-
quirements in the instance, the number of consecutive iterations without
changes in the population is selected as one tenth of the number of it-
erations. The population can be initialized randomly, using probabilistic500
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logic sampling or maximum probability search. In all cases, the sampling
method used is probabilistic logic sampling.

4. Search algorithms execution. Once the parameters have been chosen, the
number of times the EDA is run is one quarter of the number of iterations
set for the NRP instance. In each execution, the front found, its hyper-505

volume, the number of solutions it contains, the number of solutions it
shares with the reference front, the number of iterations carried out and
the time it has taken are stored for later evaluation. To get an idea of how
an algorithm behaves, the 5 number summary statistics plus the mean of
these values are reported and visualized.510

5. Results evaluation. We use the hypervolume and the number of solutions
found that lie in the reference Pareto front to check the performance of the
algorithms. The stability of the results is measured using the coefficient of
variation (i.e. standard deviation divided by the average) of hypervolume
and number of coincident solutions. If it does not exceed the amount of515

5%, the results can be considered stable.
At a first level, the results obtained after several independent executions
of the algorithms are analyzed within each instance of NRP. Thus, to find
out whether there are statistically significant differences in the hypervol-
ume and the number of coincident solutions in a given NRP instance,520

we perform a Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Holm’s correction (to com-
pare the results of the runs of two algorithms) or a Kruskal-Wallis test
(when comparing the results of the runs of three algorithms). When the
Kruskal-Wallis test suggests that statistically significant differences exist,
a post-hoc analysis using the Connover-Iman test is performed to detect525

which algorithms behave differently. The version of the Wilcoxon test
used is the one offered by the coin R-package [27] , while for the Kruskal-
Wallis and Conover-Iman tests the versions offered by the PMCMR-plus
R-package [36] have been used.
At a second level, the performance of the algorithms is compared over530

all NRP instances [20, 42]. As reliable and commensurable estimates of
the algorithms’ performance on each instance, we compute the average
percentage of hypervolume and of the number of coincident solutions.
Then, a Wilconxon signed-rank test is applied to see if there is evidence
of statistically significant differences in the performance of two algorithms535

[15, 21]. Whereas, if three algorithms were implied in the comparison, we
apply the Friedman aligned rank test, followed by a post-hoc analysis with
the Friedman test using Finner’s correction to check statistical differences
by pairs [20, 42]. The version of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test used is the
one offered by the exactRankTests R-package [26], while for the Friedman540

aligned rank and the post-hoc Friedman tests the scmamp R-package [8]
have been used.
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Table 1: Hypervolume of the exact Pareto fronts and hypervolume (mean, standard deviation
and coefficient of variation) of the fronts found by the EDAs.

instance exact random pls maxprob
mean sd cv mean sd cv mean sd cv

25 7905 7899.8 17.14 0.0022 7904.28 1.99 0.0003 7904.52 1.66 0.0002
nrp20 43 18629 18293.6 145.55 0.0080 18424.48 139.04 0.0075 18603.72 34.25 0.0018

60 31165 30193.8 266.78 0.0088 30547.60 276.83 0.0091 30984.68 72.30 0.0023
107 177129 176999.0 59.90 0.0003 176349.9 445.31 0.0025

nrp50 179 417245 413237.1 1872.00 0.0045 415977.6 586.46 0.0014
268 857937 849744.2 606.31 0.0007 849256.8 507.68 0.0006
311 249466 243347.7 679.33 0.0028 216512.5 3623.65 0.0167

nrp100 519 583326 547308.1 3473.39 0.0063 491828.4 8734.29 0.0178
778 1243000 1007867.0 10507.80 0.0104 998067.7 12478.11 0.0125

Table 2: Number of solutions on exact Pareto fronts and number of coincident solutions (mean,
standard deviation and coefficient of variation) of the fronts found by the EDAs.

instance exact random pls maxprob
mean sd cv mean sd cv mean sd cv

25 19 18.32 0.69 0.0377 18.36 0.70 0.0381 18.92 0.28 0.0146
nrp20 43 27 23.08 0.70 0.0304 23.80 0.91 0.0384 25.56 0.87 0.0340

60 32 23.60 1.15 0.0489 24.76 1.67 0.0673 27.52 1.39 0.0504
107 69 66.28 1.40 0.0211 57.60 2.53 0.0440

nrp50 179 122 92.80 4.54 0.0489 98.44 4.41 0.0448
268 199 150.64 5.84 0.0388 142.64 4.72 0.0331
311 256 90.36 5.04 0.0558 136.91 3.71 0.0271

nrp100 519 425 1.74 1.01 0.5776 193.31 3.76 0.0195
778 542 0.25 0.58 2.3274 74.79 7.87 0.1052

Table 3: Execution times (in seconds) of exact algorithms, EDAs (mean and standard devi-
ation) and percentage of change when independencies are taken into account in the branch
and bound algorithm.

instance brute branch & change % random pls maxprob
force bound mean sd mean sd mean sd

25 13.83 5.65 -59.15 5.33 0.80 5.32 0.97 645.46 16.20
nrp20 43 111.27 83.36 -25.08 6.29 1.35 6.80 1.39 8656.38 190.42

60 228.72 192.30 -15.92 7.36 1.62 8.07 1.80 9726.51 72.38
107 1065.76 656.93 -38.08 78.23 1.42 79.50 6.46

nrp50 179 1410.37 813.31 -42.33 74.49 1.05 78.34 1.32
268 1463.12 866.19 -40.80 75.48 0.87 77.67 1.00
311 2503.51 20.46 2724.45 44.16

nrp100 519 2378.69 12.52 2678.42 14.48
778 2431.41 12.24 2494.10 11.65
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4.4. Results and discussion

In this section, following the proposed methodology, the results (i.e. hy-
pervolume and number of coincident solutions) of the independent runs of the545

algorithms in the different NRP instances are collected and analysed to study
their behaviour and to see if there are differences between them. To do so, we
first focus on the analysis of the results obtained in the instances associated to
each NRP problem (i.e. NRP20, NRP50 and NRP100). Then, we analyse and
compare the overall performance of the algorithms on all the NRP instances in550

order to identify if any of them could be better than the others.
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Figure 6: NRP20 Comparison of the EDA’s distributions of hypervolume and number of
solutions found that lie in the reference front
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4.4.1. NRP with 20 requirements

Three instances of this problem were created by setting the effort limit to
25, 43 and 60. Tables 1 and 2 (see the exact column) show, respectively for
all instances, the hypervolume and the number of solutions of the exact Pareto555

fronts obtained considering interactions (branch-and-bound algorithm) or not
(brute-force search algorithm). The time used in their calculation is shown in
Table 3 (see columns brute force and branch & bound). The percentages of
relative change (see column change % in Table 3) indicate there is a reduction
in execution time (RQ2), with respect to that of the brute force algorithm,560

when requirements interactions are included in the search process (RQ1).
Even when population initialization is done randomly (rnd) or using proba-

bilistic logical sampling (pls), the mean execution times of the algorithms also
show a reduction (see Figure 6a). Although, it could arise from the limitation
on the number of executions to be performed, this is not the case. In most cases,565

the limit of 100 iterations set per run is not reached and, if it is reached (as when
the effort limit is 60), it happens in less than 7 executions (≤ 25%). However,
when maxprob initialization is applied in all the instances (i.e., effort limit 25,
43, and 60), the mean execution times of the EDA are increased by a factor
of 46.67, 77.79 and 42.53, respectively. This increase is due to how maxprob570

builds the solutions. It generates the search tree by following the branch with
the highest probability, at each instant. In this way, instead of moving along a
branch until a solution is complete (i.e. all requirements have been considered
to be included or not), maxprob jumps from one branch to another following
the maximum probability value and resembles a breath-first search making it575

infeasible and impractical. Therefore, except for maxprob initialization, even in
approximate algorithms, as our EDA is, the answer to RQ2 is positive: there is
an improvement in the execution times when interactions are taken into account.

As we do 25 EDA executions for each instance and each population initial-
ization method, the possible variations in the results (see mean and standard580

deviation values showed in columns mean and sd in Tables 1 and 2) should be
checked by calculating the coefficient of variation (CV) of the hypervolume and
the number of solutions found that are on the Pareto front (see columns cv in
Tables 1, 2). With regard to hypervolume results, the values of the coefficient
of variation do not exceed an amount of 5%, so the results can be considered585

stable. However, for the number of coincident solutions, the results are stable
only in two instances nrp20 25 and nrp20 43. Next, let’s study what we get in
each particular instance with respect to hypervolume and number of coincident
solutions:

• NRP20, 25 effort limit. For hypervolume distributions, the Kruskal-Wallis590

test (see Table 4) does not detect significant differences (p = 0.848 > 0.05),
whereas it does (p = 6.62e− 04 < 0.05) for the distributions of coincident
solutions (see Fig. 6b). The post hoc pairwise Conover-Iman test (see
Table 5) indicates that there were significant differences between maxprob
and the other two initialization methods: random (p = 0.00085 < 0.05)595

and probabilistic logic sampling (p = 0.00216 < 0.05).
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• NRP20, 43 effort limit. A Kruskal-Wallis test (see Table 4) was carried out
to compare the distributions of hypervolume (see Fig. 6c) and of number
of coincident solutions (see Fig. 6d) of the Pareto fronts returned by the
executions of the EDA with the population initialization methods used.600

There were found significant differences in hypervolume (p = 8.35e−12 <
0.05) and coincident solutions (p = 1.31e− 10 < 0.05). Pairwise Conover-
Iman post hoc tests were carried out to find out where the differences in
hypervolume and coincident solutions were (see Table 5), indicating there
were significant differences between all pairs (all p-values are less than605

0.05).

• NRP20, 60 effort limit.

In this case, the situation coincides with that found in the previous in-
stance. There were significant differences (see Table 4) in the distributions
of hypervolume (see Fig. 6e), with p = 2.868e − 12 < 0.05, and of num-610

ber of coincident solutions (see Fig. 6f), with p = 2.15e − 10 < 0.05.
Pairwise Conover-Iman post hoc tests, were carried out to find out where
the differences were (see Table 5) and indicate that there were significant
differences in hypervolume and coincident solutions between all pairs (all
p-values are less than 0.05).615

Table 4: Kruskal-Wallis tests p-values for instances of NRP20.

Kruskal-Wallis tests
Instance Hypervolume Coincident solutions

25 0.8476 6.20e-04
nrp20 43 8.35e-12 1.31e-10

60 2.86e-12 2.15e-10

Table 5: Post-hoc pairwise Conover-Iman tests p-values for NRP20 instances

Pairwise Conover-Iman tests (post-hoc)
Instance Hypervolume Coincident sols.

random pls random pls
25 pls 0.95566

maxprob 0.00085 0.00216
nrp20 43 pls 7.7e-05 0.0037

maxprob < 2e-16 < 2e-16 < 2e-16 1.7e-09
60 pls 1.4e-05 0.0025

maxprob < 2e-16 < 2e-16 < 2e-16 8.4e-09

In the last two instances, as the size of the search space increases due to the
relaxation in the effort bound, EDA with pls initialization returned best results
in average than when random initialization is used. Thus, the percentage differ-
ences in hypervolume were 0.71% and 30.58%, and in the number of solutions
found that lie in the exact Pareto front were 3.12% and 4.92%, respectively.620
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Figure 7: NRP50 comparison of the EDA’s distributions of hypervolume and number of
solutions found that lie in the reference front
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4.4.2. NRP with 50 requirements

As in the previous problem, we use three NRP instances corresponding to
effort limits of 107, 179 and 268 (a 30%, 50% and 75% of the total problem ef-
fort, respectively). Tables 1 and 2 (see the exact column) show, respectively for
all instances, the hypervolume and the number of solutions of the exact Pareto625

fronts obtained dividing ad hoc each instance into two sub-problems (see step 1
in subsection 4.3), applying the brute force search algorithm (without consider-
ing interactions) or the proposed branch and bound algorithm (interactions are
taken into account) and combining the sets of solutions for each sub-problem.
The time involved in their calculation is shown in Table 3 (see columns brute630

force and branch & bound). The percentages of relative change (see column
change % in Table 3) indicate there is a reduction in execution time, with re-
spect to that of the brute force algorithm, when requirements interactions are
included in the search process (RQ2).

Maxprob initialization is discarded due to its massive execution times, we635

only analyzed the results obtained by the EDA when random and pls initial-
ization are applied. Figure 7 shows the distributions of hypervolume (see mean
and standard deviation values showed in columns mean and sd in Table 1) and
number of solutions found that are included in the reference front (see mean
and standard deviation values showed in columns mean and sd in Table 2).640

In all instances, the values of the coefficient of variation for hypervolume and
number of coincident solutions (see columns cv in Tables 1, 2) are less than 5%,
then EDA results can be considered stable. However, the Wilcoxon test detects
significant differences (p < 0.05) between these distributions (see Table 6) in all
instances.645

Table 6: Wilconxon tests p-values for instances of NRP50 and NRP100

Wilcoxon tests (random-pls)
Instance Hypervolume Coincident sols.

107 1.537e-08 1.1e-09
nrp50 179 8.1e-08 1.588e-04

268 7.633e-03 8.891e-06
311 <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16

nrp100 519 <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16
778 5.722e-11 <2.2e-16

The best results, in average, in the first and third instances were obtained
using random initialization. The percentage differences in hypervolume were
0.37% and 0.06%, and in the number of solutions found that lie in the exact
Pareto front were 13.1% and 5.31%, respectively. While, in the second instance
the best results were obtained using pls initialization with differences of 0.66%650

in hypervolume and 6.21% in number of coincident solutions. Note the reduced
execution time of the EDA algorithms, which was less than 90 seconds. Even
with this time limitation, achieved by setting the number of iterations at 100, the
approximate fronts found by the EDAs had a high quality when being compared
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with the reference fronts. This leads us to the answer to RQ3, EDAs are able655

to find good approximations to the Pareto fronts in a limited time.
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Figure 8: NRP100 comparison of the EDA’s distributions of hypervolume and number of
solutions found that lie in the reference front.

4.4.3. NRP with 100 requirements

In this case, we set three NRP instances corresponding to effort limits of 311,
519 and 778 (a 30%, 50% and 75% of the total problem effort, respectively).
Tables 1 and 2 (see the exact column) show, respectively for all instances, the660

hypervolume and the number of solutions of the reference Pareto front was
obtained dividing ad hoc each instance into four sub-problems (see step 1 in
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subsection 4.3). No time was set because both exact algorithms were unable
return a solution within a reasonable time gap (i.e. an hour), this is why we
don’t set times necessary to solve the instances. Therefore, We execute the665

branch and bound algorithm without time limit to get the complete Pareto
front for all NRP instances.

Figure 8 shows the distributions of hypervolume and number of solutions
found that are included in the reference front. As in the previous NRP50 case,
and for the same reason (i.e. massive execution times), we discarded the use of670

maxprob initialization. In all instances, the values of the coefficient of variation
for hypervolume are less than 5% (see column cv in Table 1), then EDA results
can be considered stable (see mean and standard deviation values showed in
columns mean and sd in Table 1). However, this is not the case for the number
of coincident solutions, where stable results (see mean and standard deviation675

values showed in columns mean and sd in Table 2) are only obtained for the
NRP100 instances with effort limits 311 and 519 using pls initialization (see
column cv in Table 2).

The Wilcoxon test (see Table 6) detects significant differences (all p < 0.05)
between these distributions. In all NRP100 instances, when using random ini-680

tialization better hypervolume values are obtained on average, but the average
number of solutions residing on the Pareto front is low (i.e. 90.36) when the ef-
fort limit is 311 and extremely low for the other two limits (i.e. 1.744 and 0.248
for the limits 519 and 778, respectively). In other words, the fronts returned by
the EDA using random initialisation have a good extension but lie below the685

reference front in two of the instances. However, for EDA with pls initializa-
tion, the opposite is true. It obtains, on average, worse hypervolume values and
better values in the number of solutions matching those of the reference front.
That is, the pareto fronts EDA, with pls initialization, returns have less extent,
but part of its solutions are in the reference front. Thus, when the effort limit is690

311, the average percentage of solutions in the fronts obtained by the EDA, with
pls initialization, that are in the reference front is 81.01 %, which represents,
also on average, 53.48% of the total number of solutions in the reference front.
For the 519 effort limit these percentages on average are 78.39% and 45.48%,
respectively, while for the 778 limit they are 32.99% and 13.80%.695

With respect to the execution time of the EDA algorithms (see Table 3) it
is worth to note that the number of iterations used was incremented from 100,
on the previous NRP instances, to 500. This decision was made mainly due to
the number of requirements in NRP100, five times higher than NRP20, with
implies a larger search space. The number of iterations has a profound impact700

on the execution time of EDA algorithms, increasing it, but keeping it high
and at a constant level in all cases. The pareto fronts returned by EDA, with
pls initialization, have less extent, but part of its solutions are in the reference
front. So, the answer to RQ3 is still favourable in these large size NRP instance:
EDAs are able to find partial approximations to the Pareto fronts, at least if705

they have time.
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4.4.4. All NRP instances

We are interested in analysing the performance of EDAs in all NRP instances
of different size and complexity in which they were applied. For this, we need
performance measures that are independent, reliable and commensurable, such710

as the average percentage of hypervolume and of the number of coincident so-
lutions. The comparison of these measures for the EDAs is shown in Table 7.
Thus, we are faced with two situations. In one, we can compare the perfor-
mance of the three algorithms (i.e. random, pls and maxprob) but only on three
instances of the NRP. While in the other, we can compare two algorithms (i.e.715

random and pls) on all NRP instances.
The comparison of EDA performance with the three initialisation methods

random, pls and maxprob is done on three instances of the nrp20. Both in
percentage of hypervolume and number of coincident solutions, the p-values
(0.108 and 0.08877, respectively) returned by the Friedman aligned ranks test720

does not detect statistically significant differences in performance between the
three algorithms.

In the case of random and pls initialisations, the performance analysis can
be extended to all instances of the nrp. However, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
also does not detect statistically significant differences in either the percentage of725

hypervolume (p-value 0.5703), or that of coincident solutions (p-value 0.1641).

Table 7: Comparison of the percentages of hypervolume and coincident solutions for the EDAs

Instance % hypervolumen % coincident sols
random pls maxprob random pls maxprob

25 0.9993 0.9999 0.9999 0.9642 0.9663 0.9958
nrp20 43 0.9820 0.9890 0.9986 0.8548 0.8815 0.9467

60 0.9688 0.9802 0.9942 0.7375 0.7738 0.8600
107 0.9993 0.9956 0.9606 0.8348

nrp50 179 0.9904 0.9970 0.7607 0.8069
268 0.9905 0.9899 0.7570 0.7168
311 0.9755 0.8679 0.3530 0.5348

nrp100 519 0.9383 0.8431 0.0041 0.4549
778 0.8964 0.8877 0.0005 0.1380

5. Threats to Validity

The potential threats weakening how trustworthy and generalisable is any
research work [46] are discussed next, describing also what has been done to
mitigate them.730

Construct validity concerns the relation between theory and observation.
We use the hypervolume metric and the number of solutions found that are in
the reference Pareto front, to assess the quality of the results. Although the
hypervolume measures the convergence to the reference front and the spread of
the solutions found, the number of coincidences complete this information in735

the case of the approximate algorithms proposed.
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The internal validity threat is related to the applied experimental methodol-
ogy and the causality relationships that are being examined. In our study, there
is inherent stochasticity both in execution times and results. To mitigate this
randomness, we have performed several executions for every NRP instance and740

statistical procedures to evaluate the results returned. Specifically, for the anal-
ysis of the independent executions of the algorithms within each NRP instance
we used non-parametric tests: Wilcoxon test with Holm’s correction when com-
paring two algorithms or the Kruskal-Wallis test with a posthoc analysis using
the Connover-Iman test when three algorithms were involved. Whereas the com-745

parison of the performance of the algorithms over all NRP instances has been
carried out using the average percentage of the hypervolume and of the number
of matching solutions. In this case, we used the Wilconxon signed-rank test
when comparing two algorithms or Friedman aligned rank test combined with a
posthoc analysis using the Friedman test with Finner’s correction to check the750

differences between pairs, when comparing three algorithms. Thus, results (i.e.
conclusion validity threat) have been interpreted by taking into consideration
statistical tests in order to mitigate the potential errors caused by stochasticity.

Finally, regarding external validity (or the capability to generalize our re-
sults), we use different data sets to analyse the generalization of the observed755

results. Each of them varies in number of requirements and constraints, and
correspond to problems that have been used previously, in the NRP domain, to
test algorithms. These problems have been studied using three different effort
bounds obtaining nine instances of the NRP.

6. Conclusions760

The bi-objective Next Release Problem, as many other problems in Software
Engineering, can be modelled as a multi-objective optimization problem. In it,
requirements interactions play a crucial role as they have to be fulfilled at the
time of assembling requirements to form a solution. We embedded interactions
into an exact (i.e. branch and bound algorithm) and an approximate algorithm765

(i.e. EDA) to find a set of non-dominated solutions for a NRP instance. The use
of an interaction graph do enhance the search, but the enhancement achieved
is not enough to discard the use approximate methods (specially if time restric-
tions exists, as in the NRP case). This graph provides a visual explanation
of requirements interactions and serves as a guideline for adding requirements770

to form valid solutions, as the branch and bound algorithm has shown, and it
defines the structure of the probabilistic graphical model which is the core of
the proposed EDA algorithm. In addition, evolutionary algorithms could also
take advantage of the interaction graph when generating the populations, as it
allows the construction of solutions that satisfy the conditions of the problem775

and avoids the additional effort of constructing them and checking whether they
are valid or not.

In practice, EDAs have proven to be stable, reliable and fast, at least in small
and medium size NRP cases. For the different instances of the problem, in few
seconds, they have obtained a set of well-spread solutions, many of them located780
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on the reference front. It is worth to notice that, when using the EDA, there are
often multiple possible node ordering in simulation. However, node ordering has
no impact on the sampling distribution for a particular node: the distribution
is always based on the node’s predecessors, which are always instantiated before
the node itself is. Different population initialization methods have been tried785

(i.e. random, pls and maxprob), but, with the exception of maxprob which was
discarded due to its high execution times, neither random nor pls can be chosen
as the best alternative in small and medium size cases, whereas pls has proven to
be better in large size cases. With respect to the other parameters, some research
remains to be done to obtain clear conclusions about their configuration.790

The research we have carried out provides answers to the research ques-
tions posed. Thus, for the RQ1 How can requirements interactions be included
in search algorithms to find the Pareto front of a next release problem? we
have shown how a branch and bound algorithm can incorporate requirements
interactions into the search process and explore possible solutions by inserting795

requirements following that order. Likewise, we have defined an EDA which uses
a probabilistic graphical model based on the fixed structure defined by require-
ments interaction (i.e. interaction graph) to obtain populations by sampling it.
These are the ways we have explored to incorporate requirements interactions
into algorithms, and that give the answer to RQ1.800

To answer question RQ2 Is there any improvement in incorporating the
interactions between the requirements in the algorithms?, we can observe the
percentages of relative change in the instances of NRP20 and NRP50. They
indicate there is a reduction in execution time when requirements interactions
are included in the search process (i.e. branch and bound algorithm), with805

respect to that of the brute force algorithm. Even in the case of our EDA there
is an improvement in the execution times for these instances. Besides, in the
instances of the large size NRP100, when no time limit is set, at least EDA
can give a partial approximated solution within reduced time. This gives rise
to the last question: RQ3 If a set of non-dominated solutions is required in810

a short time, do estimation of distribution algorithms find a high quality (i.e.
well-spread) one? For small and medium size NRP cases, NRP20 and NRP50,
EDAs with random and pls initialization are able to find good approximations
to the Pareto fronts in a limited time. But in the large size NRP case, NRP100,
EDAs are able to find fronts that are partial approximations of the reference815

ones, if they have time. In our experiments we found no statistically significant
differences in the performance of the EDAs. However, in large instances of the
NRP100, the pls initialization locates a larger number of solutions that match
those of the reference fronts but at the cost of losing extension in the fronts it
provides.820

In summary, we have shown what is the requirements interactions impact
when searching for solutions of the bi-objective Next Release Problem. We have
explicitly included the interactions of the requirements in an exact (i.e. branch
and bound) and an approximate algorithm (i.e. estimation of distribution al-
gorithm). And we found that interactions inclusion do enhance the search and825

when time restrictions exists, as in the case of small and medium size cases
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of the bi-objective Next Release Problem. In them, EDAs have proven to be
stable and reliable locating a large number of solutions on the reference Pareto
front. However, for large size cases, EDAs returned partial approximations.
Consequently, parameter settings and ways to speed up the calculation of EDA830

remain to be investigated.
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